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Raleigh DWI Lawyer Ben Hiltzheimer Awarded Clients’ Choice Award for
2013

Raleigh DWI lawyer Ben Hiltzheimer has received Avvo’s Clients’ Choice Award for 2013, as a
result of receiving five 5-star client reviews in 2013 in the areas of DUI and Criminal Defense.
Each year, Avvo presents this award to attorneys nationwide based on the quality and quantity
of client reviews submitted during the year.

Raleigh, NC (PRWEB) January 08, 2014 -- Raleigh DWI lawyer Ben Hiltzheimer was recently recognized by
Avvo with the Clients’ Choice Award for 2013, for reviews submitted by clients in the areas of DUI and
Criminal Defense. Avvo is a national organization that provides an expansive online tool that helps individuals
evaluate attorneys in various practice areas, ranging from DWI and related drunk driving offenses, to felony
criminal charges, as well as the full spectrum of civil matters.

Mr. Hiltzheimer received the Clients’ Choice Award for the year 2013 as a result of the quality and quantity of
client reviews he received in the areas of DUI and Criminal Defense. Examples of reviews Mr. Hiltzheimer
received include the following: “If you’re in need of a lawyer who believes in justice and fights your fight like
it was his own, I highly recommend Benjamin Hiltzheimer.” Another reviewer of Mr. Hiltzheimer offered the
following: "I immediately contacted Benjamin Hiltzheimer & was totally impressed by his straight-forward
knowledge, professionalism, empathy and compassion. He treated me with respect and always made time
address my questions & concerns, which went a very long way towards alleviating my anxiety."

"For a DWI lawyer in Raleigh, NC," said Mr. Hiltzheimer, "there is hardly a better reward than the satisfaction
of DWI or other criminal clients, who typically come to me suffering from tremendous anxiety and fear of what
the repercussions of their situation may be on their future."

“It’s always nice to hear positive feedback from clients, and to know that my hard work and dedication on their
behalf is appreciated,” said Mr. Hiltzheimer. “And it’s an honor to receive an award that reflects that
appreciation that comes directly from my clients. Most of my practice now is focused on defending Driving
While Impaired (drunk driving) cases in Raleigh and throughout Wake County, and these cases – while very
common – often involve complex legal and scientific issues that require a careful eye and proper training to be
handled competently. My goal is to provide a higher level of service in every aspect of each case. We provide a
thorough legal analysis of issues that may provide the basis of a challenge with the DMV and the courts, we
provide unparalleled attorney access for all our clients, and we try to put ourselves into our clients’ shoes as we
advocate at trial and through negotiations with the State, in our effort to obtain the best result possible in each
case. I appreciate this award in recognition of the hard work that we strive to pour into every case.”

The Hiltzheimer Firm, PLLC, is a criminal defense law practice based in Raleigh, North Carolina. Raleigh DWI
lawyer Ben Hiltzheimer is committed to fighting for the rights of individuals charged with DUI/DWI --
including challenges to sobriety checkpoints, breathalyzer results, unlawful traffic stops, field sobriety tests,
probable cause, and the full range of challenges available in drunk driving cases -- along with the full spectrum
of criminal charges ranging from simple misdemeanors to serious, complex felonies. Call (919) 727-9227 for a
free attorney consultation.

Disclaimer: The information provided in this press release and on The Hiltzheimer Firm’s website are for
informational purposes only and not for the purpose of providing legal advice. You should contact a locally
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licensed attorney to obtain advice with respect to any particular legal issue, and nothing in this news release or
websites linked herein create an attorney-client relationship. Each case is different, and no specific result in any
individual case can be guaranteed. Ben Hiltzheimer is licensed to practice law in North Carolina, as well as the
District of Columbia (inactive) and California (inactive).
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Contact Information
Benjamin Hiltzheimer, Founding Attorney
The Hiltzheimer Firm, PLLC
http://www.hiltzheimer.com
+1 (919) 727-9227

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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